1. Introduction
Free-to-air (FTA) TV is television services broadcast which everyone can receive the signal
with appropriate receiving equipment and view the content without subscribing. TV
programmes are economic goods as scarce resources, like actors, cameras and crew, are
used in the production. They are also public goods which are non-excludable and non-rival
in consumption, since one’s consumption cannot reduce the availability to others. As they
are public goods, it is difficult for the providers of FTA TV to charge the audiences.
However, the main objective of the firms is profit maximization and its production involves
costs, so the producers have to obtain funds and money through investors and sponsors of
show and earn revenue by the advertisement services.
Nowadays, there are more competitive substitutes and they may change people’s lifestyles.
At the same time, less source of income and higher operating cost will further exacerbate
their heightened situation. Therefore, FTA TV providers have less space for survival. After
analysing the situation and setting a questionnaire to ask the general public about related
problems, we find that the survival space for local FTA TV industry is indeed diminishing
and we suggest FTA TV providers to diversify its genre of programmes, cooperate with
each other and take best use of the growing internet.
2. Current situation
Firstly, online companies like Google use cookies and such to collect data from users,
enabling them to direct relevant advertisements towards target users who are likely to be
interested. This is a much more target-specific way of advertising. Social media like
Facebook and Instagram has also become one of the most effective online advertising
platforms. Popular influencers of social media sites also make ad-related videos or posts,
as they usually have a niche market and followers will be interested in related products.
Moreover, VIU TV, RTHK also entered the playing field recently. This together with the leave
of ATV have changed the environment of FTA TV services. The influx of Netflix, Amazon
Prime videos and China’s Iqiyi and LeTV also changed the ecosystem, as they have large
fundings and broad audience around with well-received quality shows. These new
international paid streaming providers are very competitive and gradually on the track of
replacing local FTA TV services as the main platform for entertainment.
3. Survival space examination
3.1 Introduction
As the demand for FTA TV decreases which implies the number of audiences viewing the
FTA TV also decreases, the advertisers would put less money on TV advertisment. Besides,
there are also better alternatives, like AdSense, to TV advertisements, which are more
target-specific, more effective and more affordable. Therefore brands would consider TV
platform less. Adidas even announced worldwide that they will neither host any
advertisements on FTA TV nor sponsor any FTA TV programmes in the future. Therefore,
from a revenue point of view, free-air services have less space for survival.
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Originally, demand for advertisements on FTA TV
services is at D; however, there are more and more
substitutes to these advertisement and as a result,
demand decreases and shifts left from D to D1.
Price decreases from Pe to P1. and therefore FTA
TV providers will have less income due to the
lowered price of advertisement.
According to the law of supply, an increase in the
price of a good will result in an increase in its
quantity supplied, ceteris paribus, vice versa.
However, the FTA TV stations can only supply
advertisements up to 24 hours per day, so the supply will not increase after it reaches the
limit.
3.2 Why demand for FTA TV decreases
3.2.1 Ageing audiences
According to the questionnaire which we
have added as Appendix 1, people of the
older generation (from 51 onwards) shows
a tendency to watch FTA TV more
frequently and the younger generation, on
the other hand, shows less tendency to
watch FTA TV.
This implies that people of the older
generation are more nostalgic about FTA
TV service. They could be the only loyal
fans of FTA TV. Younger generations
might not watch FTA TV that often. The
popularity of FTA services will decrease as time passes by.
FTA services has been playing an important part in the culture of Hong Kong, witnessing
Hong Kong’s development and economic prosperity. Particularly in the ’80s and ’90s,
where entertainment industries reached its golden age. The age has gone, apparently, yet
the people haven’t, though aged quite a lot.
The quality and popularity of TV services are inarguably declining, but most of the elderly
and middle-aged people still use free TV as their major source of entertainment. They are
also, in some degree, nostalgic about this form of entertainment, soap dramas and variety
shows still continues to attract them. Their taste are expected to be remained same as
before. With the same FTA provider providing FTA services. The demand will not diminish
much in the NEAR FUTURE.
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But that is only the case for the near future. Loyalty of audiences declines eventually as
time take its tolls. If we are to look at the more distant future, without major breakthroughs
in neither quality nor conveniences, the new generations will not be so keen on FTA
entertainment or information-based programmes. Now, all youngsters are looking up to
Korean pop stars, Western Movie stars, etc. Most importantly, Hong Kong FTA providers
did not purchase these licence and provide up-to-date programmes. Flooding information
is for reach in the Internet, and entertainment is so accessible on web. Even new forms of
entertainment technology advancements still not yet counted in the equation.
Moreover, the Internet has become so accessible that old people can also learn and make
good use of it to watch what they want instead of tuning in for the TV. It is a common
observation in the tube that people, middle-aged people in particular, are watching dramas
on their smartphones. As time flies, more and more technologies will appear in our daily
lives. It is hard to expect older audience to stick to FTA TV all the time.
3.2.2 Lifestyle
It is also a point worth noting that television itself will hardly be extinguished from our daily
lives. Every household has a TV. Every hotel room has a TV. It is somewhat a necessity to
have a TV around, no matter you actually watch it frequently or not. TV has already
cemented its place on most of our lifestyles, whether taking a glance at the news report or
having a break watching any programmes coming across.
However, TV programmes are usually placed
in a specific timeslot with a strict time table,
it does not appeal to youngsters who
experience the convenience of video on
demand systems and these new platforms
often allow cellular streaming. This implies
that people can now just open the online
applications to watch anything at any time
they want. Most of our interviewees also
watch Youtube (81.3%) and Netflix (38.3%), which offers full free choice of videos, and a far
more convenient substitute to FTA TV programmes.(Q.9a)
3.2.3 Non-price competition from other FTA TV providers
The whole FTA TV industry is a oligopoly, in which the market is dominated by a small
number of producers, as the government set a limit on the number of producers by the
practice of issuing license. The demise of ATV has made TVB more the pre-eminent force.
But newcomers arrive in the forms of RTHK TV, VIU TV and Fantastic TV. Not ignorant of
the changing landscape, these new arrivers also take actions to improve their market share.
For an example, VIU TV has been relentlessly trying to make their programmes as
innovative as they can to attract more youngsters. This kind of input contributes a more
competitive market, in the hope that competition can drive up better quality.
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But if we flip over the back of the coin, FTA TV has reached a point of market saturation,
and customer base is unlikely to expand much. Intensifying competition would only mean
audience is split among different providers. Although the overall audience base may rise by
adding potential young viewers, the audience for each channel still decreases.
3.3 Operating cost
On the other hand, we can examine this problem in another perspective—operating cost.
As stated, FTA services are public goods. However, companies providing FTA services in
Hong Kong, without exception of other firms, are also aiming at profit maximisation.
Narrow source of revenue makes stricter management of costs are inevitable.
For example, actors are highly sought after in Mainland Chinese production. A lot of Hong
Kong actors and crew are lost because of the high salaries provided by Mainland TV
providers. This increases the geographical mobility of actors and crew. As a result, it has
become hard for getting good actors with a low price. Besides, video production crew are
also of high demand due to the rise of other forms of entertainment companies (Youtube,
Netflix) and they require a better pay to stay. With a better salary and better promotion
opportunity in foreign countries, FTA providers in Hong Kong are hard to retain talents.
Nowadays, there are social media platforms and video-sharing websites for companies to
post advertisements with a cheaper price, and exposure is most likely be lower than that in
other platforms. Therefore FTA services are now inferior. FTA TV providers cannot afford
lowering their price to be more competitive because of huge operating cost.
4. Conclusion
Free-to-air TV services is in a more critical state than ever before. Without argument, they
face a challenge of enormous scale. We have conducted a survey interviewing 107 people,
and the information corresponds to our theory.
Of course FTA services would still occupy a significant
market share, as suggested by our survey, a majority of
the elderly and middle-aged still watch FTA TV, and in all
likelihood, continue their loyalty in foreseeable future. But
as new substitutes emerge, their convenience would put
TV services’s popularity to attract both advertisers and
viewers due for replacement.
80% of interviewees concur with improving TV quality is
ultimately vital (Q.12), since a mere 16% agrees to good quality currently (Q.8), but it is
easier said than done. Advertisement revenue dictates the survival of FTA TV providers.
With the reduced incomes in advertisements, these companies has been left with no choice
but to cut costs in production, which inevitably, has led to the decline in programme quality.
Public popularity further plummets. Advertisers are more reluctant to invest in FTA market.
This has become a deadlock vicious cycle indeed.
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First of all, these businesses should try to
diversify the genre of programmes. As an
example, what the TVB promotes itself
mainly, is home-made drama series and
variety shows. These programmes mainly
appeal to relatively low-income, or
middle-class communities, looking for
one-off entertainment at night after their
daily routines. These programmes are,
therefore, considered of low quality, and
unlikely to be the cup of tea of upper-class, well-educated and mature audiences.
Interviewees of ours TV suggests that, apart from the popular sports(45.8%), music(34.6%)
and movies(45.8%), companies should consider adding more programmes of information
basis, such as reality(40.2%) and talent shows(25.2%), even lifestyle shows like
cooking(21.5%) and travel(18.7%).Political commentaries(29%) and talk shows (27.1%),
which involve less production cost, should deserve more attention of the producers. They
may also consider making satirical comedy(25.2%) that reflects current affairs. The likes of
UK’s Spitting Image and US’s Saturday Night Live has gained popularity from all walks of
life. These measures can help expand the audience base, and further attract
advertisements. On a footnote also, about 60% people agrees to importing more foreign
programmes because of their higher
quality (Q.9b).
The second point FTA service providers
may consider is co-operation. These
companies can spread costs to invest in
services requiring larger expenses, such as
broadcasting rights of major sporting
events, attracting large audiences thus
advertisings. For example, TVB and ATV and the paid Cable TV fight for the World Cup, and
sometimes the final broadcasting arrangements are not only damaging for these parties,
but also the general public’s rights to enjoy matches. Sports broadcast is beyond doubt
most popular(45.8%, Q.6). Companies may consider cooperating in other aspects as well in
the future, such as equipment purchase, copyright deals, shooting venues, etc. These
suggestions can reduce unnecessary or even destructive rivalries spending excess costs,
and indeed a “win-win” situation protecting the whole industry’s survival.
Taking best use of the internet is another way out. For example, companies can design
apps to link with programmes. These apps can feature more information about programmes
with personalized preferences, videos for replay, NG clips and interactive elements.
Embedding advertisements can also increase revenue. Moreover, the government can play
its role in ensuring the survival of the shrinking industry by loosening the screws in
controlling certain aspects of TV ads, thus facilitating more advertisements.
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Appendix 1: Questionnaire about free-to-air (FTA) TV industry (107 respondents)
1. What is your gender?
Female 52(48.6%), Male 55(51.4%)

2. How old are you?
0-12 23(21.5%), 12-17 41(38.3%),
18-30 20(18.7%), 31-50 12(11.2%),
51-65 8(7.5%), 65+  3(2.8%)

3. How often do you watch FTA TV?
（1 = seldom, 5 = always )
1 20(18.7%), 2 32(29.9%), 3 34(31.8%),
4 17(15.9%), 5 4(3.7%)

4. When will you watch TV?
00:00-06:00 5(4.7%)
06:00-08:00 57(53.3%)
08:00-12:00 58(54.2%)
12:00-15:00 17(15.9%)
15:00-18:00 34(31.8%)
18:00-20:00 53(49.5%)
20:00-22:30 93(86.9%)
22:30-00:00 64(59.8%)
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5. Which type of TV programme do you USUALLY WATCH?
TV drama 83(77.6%)
News 54(50.5%)
Sports 59(55.1%)
Finance 37(34.6%)
Music 14(13.1%)
Game show 17(15.9%)
Reality show 15(14%)
Documentary 9(8.4%)
Cooking 22(20.6%)
Travel 11(10.3%)
Education 13(12.1%)
Cartoon or animation 23(21.5%)
Talent show 20(18.7%)
Movie 38(35.5%)
Political program 12(11.2%)
Comedy show 13(12.1%)
Talk show 17(15.9%)

6. Which type of TV programme do you LIKE TO WATCH?
TV drama 27(25.2%)
News 34(31.8%)
Sports 49(45.8%)
Finance 42(39.3%)
Music 37(34.6%)
Game show 43(40.2%)
Reality show 43(40.2%)
Documentary 9(8.4%)
Cooking 20(18.7%)
Travel 17(15.9%)
Education 13(12.1%)
Cartoon or animation 29(27.1%)
Talent show 3(34.6%)
Movie 49(45.8%)
Political program 33(30.8%)
Comedy show 30(28%)
Talk show 31(29%)
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7. Which type of TV programme do you think the TV station SHOULD PRODUCE
MORE?
TV drama 15(14%)
News 2(1.90%)
Sports 49(45.8%)
Finance 13(12.1%)
Music 37(34.6%)
Game show 30(28%)
Reality show 43(40.2%)
Documentary 10(9.3%)
Cooking 23(21.5%)
Travel 20(18.7%)
Education 13(12.1%)
Cartoon or animation 29(27.1%)
Talent show 27(25.2%)
Movie 49(45.8%)
Political program 31(29%)
Comedy show 27(25.2%)
Talk show 29(27.1%)

8. How do you rate the quality of
Hong Kong FTA TV?
(1 = very poor, 5 = very good)
1 15(14%) , 2 43(40.2%) , 3 32(29.9%) ,
4 14(13.1%) , 5 3(2.8%)
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9. Do you watch other media as a
substitute of FTA TV?
Yes 104(97.2%) No 3(2.8%)

a.  Which kind of media do you watch
as a substitute of FTA TV?
Pay TV 5(4.7%)
Other countries/ regions
FTA TV programmes 54(50.5%)
Youtube 87(81.3%)
Twitch 21(19.6%)
Netflix 41(38.3%)
Others 26(24.3%)

b. Why do you watch other
media as a substitute of
FTA TV?
because of the quality 54(50.5%)
because of the type
of tv programme 78(72.9%)
because of time 34(31.8%)
Others 18(16.8%)
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10. Do you think the government can
help the FTA TV industry?
Yes 93(86.9%) No 14(13.1%)

11. Which of the following do you think
the TV stations can do to attract
people to watch more FTA TV?
Improve the quality of TV
programmes 84(78.5%)
Do more promotion 37(34.6%)
Change the ratio of different
types of programmes 53(49.5%)
Decrease the amount of
advertisements 24(22.4%)
Import more other countries/regions'
TV programmes 68(63.6%)
Others 6(5.6%)
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